We consider an Yb-doped double-clad fiber laser in a unidirectional ring cavity containing a polarizer placed between two half-wave plates. Depending on the orientation of the phase plates, the laser operates in continuous, Q-switch, mode-lock or unstable self-pulsing regime. An experimental study of the stability of the mode locking regime is realized versus the orientation of the half-wave plates. A model for the stability of self-mode-locking and cw operation is developed. The model is reduced to a master equation in which the coefficients are explicitly dependent on the orientation angles of the phase plates.
INTRODUCTION
Self-mode-locking has been successfully obtained in both low power and double-clad fiber lasers using AdditivePulse Mode locking technique through nonlinear polarization rotation1 . The experimental configuration generally consists in a ring cavity containing a polarizing isolator placed between two polarization controllers. The basic principle is the following. The polarization state evolves nonlinearly during the propagation of the pulse in the fiber due to the combined effects of self-phase modulation and cross-phase modulation induced on the two orthogonal polarization components, both resulting from the optical Kerr effect. A polarization controller is adjusted at the output of the fiber such that the polarizing isolator lets pass the central intense part of the pulse but blocks the low-intensity pulse wings. This technique of nonlinear polarization rotation for passive mode locking leads to stable, self-starting pulse trains. Several theoretical approaches to this problem have been 6 For example the model developped by Haus5 consists in writing a phenomenological scalar equation (the master mode-locking equation) assuming that all effects per pass are small. Although the mode-locking properties of the laser can be described through this approach for positive and negative group velocity dispersion (GVD), the stability of the mode-locked solutions as a function of the orientation of the polarization controllers cannot be described in this way. To our best knowledge, none of the models take into account all the characteristics of the fiber (birefringence, GVD, gain, optical Kerr effect) and the action of the orientation of the polarization controllers.
The aim of this paper is to investigate experimentally and theoretically the mode-locking properties of the Ybdoped double-clad fiber laser. Mode-locking is achieved through nonlinear polarization rotation in a unidirectional ring cavity containing a polarizer placed between two half-wave plates. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the experimental results. We first briefly recall the operating regime of the laser as a function of the orientation of the two half-wave plates. A stability diagram of the mode-locked laser is presented7. In section 3 the stability of the mode-locking regime is theoretically investigated. The analysis is based on the coupling between the two linearly polarized eigenstates of the fiber6. The master equation we derive is a complex Ginzburg-Landau equation whose coefficients explicitly involve the orientation angles of the half-wave plates. A stability diagram of the mode-locked regime is calculated and compared to the experimental diagram.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we briefly recall the results obtained with an Yb-doped double-clad fiber laser in a unidirectional ring cavity operating at 1.08 ,am7. A polarizing isolator is placed between two half-wave plates. Although this configuration is known to generate ultrashort pulses in low power fiber lasers, it can also lead to very different regimes depending on the orientation of the polarization elements, such as CW operation, Q-switching, modelocking, or unstable emission regime. We thus perform a systematic study of the operating regime as a function of the relative orientation of the two half-wave plates. A 4 meter long Yb-doped double-clad fiber is side-pumped using the v-groove technique8 . Two single-mode fibers at 1 ,am are spliced at both ends of the double-clad fiber leading to a total fiber length of about 8.5 m, the cavity length is about 9 m. Fiber ends are angle-cleaved in order to avoid any Fresnel reflection which could generate a standing-wave operating regime. The doped fiber is pumped at 975 nm with a 4 W semiconductor laser. A bulk polarizing optical isolator is used to obtain a travelling wave laser. The latter is placed between two half-wave plates at 1.08 1am. Each plate can be rotated in a plane perpendicular to the propagation direction. A partially reflecting mirror ensures an output coupling of about 90 percent.
We investigate now the operating regime of the laser as a function of the orientation of the two waveplates. 91 (92) is the orientation of one eigenaxis of the first (second) half-wave plate referenced to the input (output) polarizer of the optical isolator. The angle between the input and output polarizer of the isolator is 45 degrees. For a given pumping power we record the evolution of the output intensity versus Oi and 02 . Practically, we fix 91 and measure the particular values of 02 for which a change in the operating regime occurs. It is convenient to represent these results in the plane (9' , 92). It allows to easily identify the output regime of the laser. The experimental results, obtained for a pumping power of about 2.75 W, are summarized in figure 1. We have experimentally observed that the different output regimes are periodic versus O and 02 with a period of 90 degrees. Figure 1 shows that the laser essentially operates in CW, mode-lock or unstable regime while the Q-switch behavior appears near the boundary between CW and mode-lock regimes. Consider now the measurements of parameters required in the theoretical section. We first measure the beating length LB of the double-clad fiber using the magneto-optic method9 . We found LB = 50 cm leading to a birefringence parameter K = 1/(LB) = 2 m1 . The birefringence of the undoped fibers is about 1 m1 . In the following we will consider an average value of the birefringence of about 1.5 m1 . A second important parameter is the GVD. It has been estimated from compression experiments'0. We find fl2 = 0.026 ps2/m.
THEORY
The aim of this section is to develop a theoretical model able to describe the mode-locking properties of the Ybdoped fiber laser as a function of the orientation of the two half-wave plates. For that, we consider a birefringent fiber in a unidirectional ring cavity with an intracavity polarizer. The orientation of the eigenaxis of the fiber at each sides of the polarizer are unspecified and will be taken as variable parameters. This is equivalent to consider that the eigenaxis of the fiber are fixed and that the two half-wave plates are used to adjust their orientations.
Derivation of a master equation
The starting point are the equations giving the evolution of the two polarization components in a gain medium with Kerr nonlinearity and GVD. In the framework of the eigenaxis of the birefringent fiber moving at the group velocity, the pulse envelope evolution is described by the following system6:
iDv + Ky -5v + (v 1v12 + Ày Il2 + Bu2v*) ig (i + a) v, (2) where c9t denotes the partial derivative operator . fl2 (in ps2/m) is the GVD coefficient. K (in m1) is the birefringent parameter and is related to the x and y refractive indexes through the relation K = ir(n -n)/A, where lambda is the optical wavelength. y = 2rrfl2/(AAeff) 5 the nonlinear coefficient, n2 (in m2/W) is the nonlinear index coefficient and Aeff (in m2 ) the effective core area of the fiber. A and B are the dielectric coefficients. In isotropic media, A = 2/3 and B = 1/36. g is the gain coefficient (in m') and w is the spectral gain bandwidth (in ps'). At first order the gain coefficient is fixed by the fact that it compensates the losses.
For numerical simulations we will use the following values for the parameters: K =1.5 m1 , /32 = 0.026 ps2/m, L = 9 m, 'y = 3 . 13 W1m' and w9 = 1013
We report here only the outline of the derivation of the master equation. First, we assume that the GVD /32, the nonlinear coefficient 'y, the gain filtering p = g/w are small over one round-trip of the cavity. This allows to solve the propagation problem using a first order perturbative . We have then considered the field amplitude just after the polarizer where it has a well-defined linear polarization parallel to the polarizing axis.
Denote by f the amplitude at the beginning of the th round trip. Then fi is computed as a function of f, using the approximate propagation relations. This yields f+i = /3e9L {Qf + 6 [ ( -ifl2) LQ)af + iPf ff12] } + 0 (e2) (3) with Q = (cos(O -O_) cos KL -i cos(9+ + O) sin KL) ,
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+--sin29 [sin6+ 2g + 4I( + cosO where 9_ and 9 are the angles between one eigenaxis of the fiber and the polarizing axis, respectively before and after the polarizer. It is easily checked that the relation between the angles Oi, 02 used in the experiments and the angles 6, 0. is such that 0 = i_ and 02 = /3 is the transmission coefficient of the polarizer.
The dominant behavior of (f) is given by the zero order term in (3): f+i = fleQf + 0 (E).
A steady state over a large number of round trips could be reached if this first order evolution is the multiplication by a phase factor. Therefore the modulus of fleYLQ must be 1. This gives the threshold gain value:
-sin 29 sin 20_ sin2 KL]) (7) Denote by the quantity fleYo'-/Q. The exact condition is Ifie9'QI = 1 + 0 (s), the gain g therefore writes g = go + egi , in which gi is still free. Expanding eeg1L in a power series of s, equation (3) becomes f+i = (1 + Eg1L) f + 6 ( -ifl2) LeDf + iEf IfI2 + 0 (e2) . (8) Consider now some function f of a continue variable z, obeying an equation of the form iôf = (A + ieB) f + eC8f + sVf 1f12 (9) where A and B are real, and C and V complex coefficients. We look for solutions under the form f = fo +efi + . ... The solution at first order is fo = foe4". (10) Up to order s we obtain: Equations (8) and (11) are identified according to f(0) f and f(L) f+i ,to yield e=e , B=gi , C=+ip , v=ç (12) Then the continuous equation (9) yields some interpolation of the discrete sequence (f) . The continuous approximation is relevant when the number of round trips is very large; further, mode-locked pulses actually correspond to this situation. The small correction of order e in equations (9) or (11) gives account for the variations of f on 'propagation distances', that are here number of round trips, very large, of order 1/E. This can be shown in a rigorous way using the multiscale formalism, commonly used for the derivation of the model equations in the soliton theory'2. We introduce a slow variable ( = z. The long distance evolution of fo writes wd0 =igi+ (+P)fO+(Dr +iv)j0f0. (13) where Dr and V are the real and imaginary parts of V. Equation (13) is the cubic complex Ginzburg-Landau (CGL) equation. Note that equation (13) is formally identical to the master equation proposed by Haus5.
However, the coefficients of (13) explicitly depend on the orientation of the eigenaxis of the fiber at both sides of the polarizer. An essential feature is the arising of an effective nonlinear gain or absorption D ,that results from the combined effects of the nonlinear rotation of the polarization, the losses due to the polarizer, and the linear gain. The value and the sign of D depend on the angles O and O
Stability of the stationary and the localized solutions
Let us first consider the nonzero stationary solution of the CGL equation charaterized by a constant modulus. If we admit that the excess of linear gain g will self-adjust to a value for which a stable solution exists, the stability of the constant solution depends on the sign of the effective nonlinear gain V2. It is stable when V2 <0 only. We expect to observe continuous laser emission when the constant solution is stable, and only in this case.
A localized analytical solution of the CGL equation (13) can also be written11'13. Qualitatively, localized pulse formation can be expected when the excess of linear gain gi is negative and the nonlinear gain V2 is positive, as is suggested on figure 2 .
The effective self-phase modulation Dr is always negative, and the dispersion /32 is positive. Therefore their conjugated effect leads to the increase of the pulse width. If gi is positive and D negative (figure 2a), the nonconservative effects decrease the amplitude at the top of the pulse, and increase it at the bottom: no stable localized pulse can be formed. If in the contrary gi is negative and V > 0 (figure 2b), energy appears at the top of the pulse and disappears at its bottom, yielding some pulse narrowing, which could be expected to balance the broadening caused by the nonlinear index variations. On these grounds, the exact solution corresponds to a potentially stable pulse when gi < 0 and V2 > 0, and to a completely unstable pulse when g > 0 and V2 < 0.
Results are summarized on figure 3 which gives the stability of the solutions in the plane (O , &). The domain in dark gray marked ML corresponds to stable mode-locked operation. The white domain corresponds to stable CW regime. Finally in the light gray region no stable localized solution neither constant solution exist. The laser is expected to be unstable in this region. A discrepancy between the figures 1 and 3 appears at first glance: the periodicity of the behavior regarding the variable 02 or O/2 seems to be 45 degrees according to the theory, while it is 90 degrees according to the experiment. Indeed, the two elongated domains of modelocked behavior are not equivalent according to experimental observation, while they seem to be identical on the theoretical figure 3. It can be shown that the values of V are not the same in the two theoretical domains of mode-locked emission.11 Thus they are in fact not equivalent, and the periodicity of the theoretical result is 90 degrees, as that of the experimental one. 
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jio_ (deg) Figure 3 . Operating regime of the laser as a function of the angles + and O between the polarizer and the eigenaxis of the fiber, according to the theory. ML stands for mode-locked regime and CW for continuous wave regime.
CONCLUSION
We have given a rigorous derivation of the master equation, a CGL equation, that allows to discuss theoretically the different operating regimes of the passively mode-locked Yb-doped double-clad fiber laser. This equation involves a single amplitude, but gives an account of the evolution of the polarization inside the fiber through its coefficients. An effective nonlinear gain arises from the conjugated effects of the linear gain and the self-phase modulation. Its sign depends on the orientation of the polarizer. The existence and stability of the constant nonzero solution of the CGL equation has been discussed. It gives an account of the continuous emission regime of the laser. An analytical localized solution has also been given. Although it is properly speaking unstable, it allows to discuss the formation of localized pulses, ie the mode-locked regime of the laser. An unstable regime has also been identified. These theoretical results are in good accordance with the experiments. The study of higher order corrections to this model should improve these results.
